
Helps to respond to inquiries, 

provide guidelines to people at 

need and keep exposed people 

who do not need medical 

assistance away from healthcare 

facilities.

In the current situation, healthcare organizations 

need to be able to respond to inquiries, provide the 

public with up-to-date outbreak information, track 

exposure and quickly triage new cases. Further public 

exposure should be minimized where possible.

This is starting to create a significant overload on the

healthcare proffesionals that are struggling to 

provide a proper response. 

Microsoft and Healthcare organizations: Better together
Microsoft can help healthcare organizations with a quick implementation of a Health Bot that will 

be surfaced through their assets and channels, for various use cases, detailed below. The Healthcare 

Bot enables a quick and intuitive development environment through its visual design tools and will 

allow any organization implementing and deploying their Health Bot to easily and frequently adjust 

and modify the flows per need.

Microsoft Health Bot    

HealthBot can help healthcare organizations quickly deploy use cases like the following:

Quickly triage potential patients specifically to COVID-19 exposure criteria, symptoms and risks, 

according to the evolving protocols. Epidemiologists can produce the initial content and protocols, and 

those and can be authored and constantly updated quickly and easily through the HealthBot visual 

design tools for scenario authoring. 

Leverage the built-in handoff-to-a-human capability powered by the HealthBot to do a warm-handoff 

of relevant patients to healthcare professionals for further assistance or further triage, using Teams, 

Dynamics or a native chat experience. HealthBot allows the handoff to be contextual by providing the 

conversation details to the live agents receiving the handoff.

Provide users with up-to-date credible outbreak information through credible sources like WHO/CDC, 

or local government web page. 

Securely integrate the HealthBot into the customer’s designated website assets and with multiple 

channels. This will allow broad access to the content at scale.

Leverage the HealthBot location integration and allow healthcare organizations to track and report 

cases from around the world. This would allow getting more visibility into outbreak locations. 

To apply for the COVID-19 offer, please contact your Microsoft Account Executive to submit a request.

https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.microsoft.com%2Fen-us%2Fresearch%2Fproject%2Fhealth-bot%2F&data=02%7C01%7CGuy.Becker%40microsoft.com%7C39ed0eb2969c4f164e1608d7c6954f0e%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637196216927842880&sdata=B3rUip8DLgLZ%2BL6Ag6HPu0QV9NMns%2BkKqQDI7MG0OMQ%3D&reserved=0

